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ABSTRACT 

We have extensively observed tropospheric aerosols with lidar and Sun/sky radiometer in 
Tokyo. Recently, we have extended the lidar system to dual-wavelength Raman lidar (The 
primary laser wavelengths are 355 and 532 nm.). We found that the intensive optical 
properties such as Angstrom exponent and lidar ratios derived from the Raman lidar 
measurements are quite useful to characterize the aerosols resolving with height. As 
highlighted examples, we will show the case studies of Asian dust and Siberian smoke. For 
the smoke case ( as spherical aerosol case), we retrieved the microphysical properties by 
applying an inversion with regularization. The results show an accumulation回 modedominate 
size-distribution and a low absorption; the effective radius and the single scattering albedo are 
～0.22μm and～0.95, respectively. The columrトaveragedmicrophysical properties derived 
from the skyradiometer are also consistent with the results. We also estimated the aerosol 
direct radiative forcing using the microphysical properties. Further systematic analyses and 
improvement of lidar system are now in progress. 

Keywords: Raman lidar, Asian dust, Siberian forest輔自resmoke, aerosol optical properties, 
aerosol radiative forcing 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Aerosols play an important role in the Earth’s radiation budget through the 印刷eringand 
absorption of light, and present a key uncertainty in the assessment of radiative forcing. 1 They 
also serve as cloud condensation nuclei and modulate the cloud properties. East Asia is 
considered as a region where emission of anthropogenic aerosol is rapidly increasing due to 
growing economy. Recently, the Asia圃 PacificRegional Aerosol Characterization Experiment 
(ACE-Asia) showed that the spatial variability of aerosol composition and properties is rather 
high in this 紅ea.－~＇ 3 It is also shown that mineral dust has an indirect effect on clouds by 
serving as effective ice nucleiア。 Therefore,it is highly important to study not only column輔

averaged but also height-resolved aerosol optical properties regularly, in order to assess their 
radiative impact. However, it is rather difficult to perfo口naircraft measurements frequently. 
Nowadays, sophisticated multi皿 wavelength Raman lidars enable us to characterize 
tropospheric aerosols by the observable quantities themselves, and in further to retrieve 
microphysical properties from them.ツ－11From the point of view of feasibility, we installed a 
UV輔 Ramanlidar system that emits the third harmonic frequency (355 nm) on the basis of a 
second Nd:YAG laser in addition to our existed lidar system at the Etchuiima campus (35.66° 
N, 139.80° E)of Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology (TUMSAT).12 Thus 
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Oぽ lidarsystem is capable of measuring backscatter coefficients at 355, 532, 1064 nm, 
extinction coefficients at 355 and 532 run, particle depolarization ratio at 532 nm, and water-
vapor mixing ratio, simultaneously. To our knowledge, this is the first dual圃 wavelength
Raman lidar installed in East Asia. In this paper, we demonstrate how the dual四 wavelength
Raman lidar is useful for the characterization of aerosol optical properties depending on 
regional aerosol events. We outline the Raman lidar system and the analysis method in section 
2. In section 3ヲ wepresents results of observations for the case of Asian dust and Siberian 
forest岨日resmoke events in the spring of 2003 with emphasis on the aerosol characterization 
by observed aerosol optical properties. In section 4ヲwepresent the microphysical parameters 
of the smoke derived from the inversion codeヲ comparisonwith the results from the 
skyradiometer analysis, and an application for estimating the aerosol radiative forcing using 
these results. Most of the results presented here are described in the reference 13. 

2. LIDAR SYSTEM AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 

We installed a UV圃R出nanlidar system next to the existip.g Mie圃 Polarization回 Ramanlidar, 
which uses the laser beams at 532 (VIS) and 1064 nm (IRy,u-The schematic view of the full 
lidar system is shown in Fig. 1. The UV酬 Ramanlidar system is a stand帽 alonesystem, which 
employs another Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a third harmonics generator. The repetition 
frequency of the laser pulse is 10 Hz, which is synchronized with the VIS/IR system. The 
receiving telescope is of Schmid圃 Cassegraniantype with 35.5-cm diameter and the field of 
view is 2 mrad. The optical axes of the laser beams and the telescopes were well co圃 aligned
each other in the vertically direction. These conditions allow us to observe nearly the same 
volume in time and space with both lidar systems. Dichroic mirrors and following na灯ow
interference filters, which bandwidths are 1-3 nm，訂eused to sep訂 atethe backscattered light 
from Mie嗣 Rayleighsea抗ering(3 5 5 nm) and from Raman sea抗eringfrom nitrogen (3 87 nm) 
and w批er-vapormolecules ( 408 nm). Similarly the Raman signals at 607 nm and the 
Mie/Rayleigh signals at 1064 nm were separated from the signals at 532 nm in the VIS/IR 
lidar system. Photo帽 multipliertubes紅 eused for the detection. The data were stored every 
4094 shots （～7 minutes) using transient recorders (TR20帽 160,Licel). Typical laser powers 
during operation訂 eapproximately 100, 100, 200 mJ per pulse for the 355, 532 and 1064 nm 
laser beams. Lower height data evaluation were limited by the incomplete overlapping 
between the telescope field of view and the laser beams below ～ト1.5km. Only the 
backscatter ratio at 3 5 5 nm and the water圃 vapormixing ratio are evaluated almost down to the 
surface because we can regard the geometrical form factor as identical for both elastic and 
inelastic Raman channels. It is not the case for the backscatter ratio at 532 nm presented here 
because we used different receivers for the 532 nm and 607 nm signals. At this momentラ the
operation of Raman channels is limited in nighttime. 
We have analyzed averaged or integrated analog and photon-counting data for observations 
lasting a few hours when the vertical structure did not vary significantly. The extinction 
coefficient and the scattering ratio of the aerosols at 355 and 532 nm, and the mixing ratio are 
derived by the methods given the references 14-16. The atmospheric density profile was 
calculated from routine radiosonde observations at Tateno (36.05° N, 140.12° E) at 12 UTC. 
Normalization of the scattering ratio is made at an almost aerosol帽 freeheight, typically over 
10 km. The backscatter coefficientsぽederived from the backscatter ratios. The backscatter 
coefficient at 1064時nis obtained from the Mie四 Rayleighsignal by using the method 
proposed by Femald11 and assuming a lidar ratio of 40 sr. The lidar同 derivedwater岡 vapor
mixing ratio is normalized so th瓜 thelowest value （～7 5 m above the lidar) matches to the 

surface observation at TUMSA T with assuming the e汀orof± 10 %. The mixing ratio profile 
was converted to the relative humidity one using the temperature and pressure profiles 
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obtained from the radiosonde data. Deviations of the mixing ratio and relative humidity 
obtained from the lidar at TUMSA T to the respective quantities derived with the radiosonde 
can be attributed to the spatial distance of the two sites and different measurement times, and 
the unknown e汀orof the calibration factor of the lidar. 

3. EXAMPLES OF OBSERVATION 

3.1.Case of Asia盟 dust

Fig. 2 presents the time欄 heightcross-sections of the backscatter coefficient and total (particle 
十 molecular)depolar包ationratio剖 532run on 12 March 2003. The depolarization ratio is an 
indicator of irregularly shaped particles. Fig. 3 shows the mean profiles for a measurement 
period from 1056 to 1306 UTC. We also indicated the Angstrom exponent (AE) and the 
backscatter可elatedAngstrom exponent (BAE) derived from the profiles of the extinction and 
backscatter coefficient at 355 and 532 run, respectively. The error bars are based on statistical 
and estimated systematic eηors. The aerosol layer between 3 and 5 km seems to be composed 
of two layers as indicated by the horizontal dashed lines A and Bin Figure 2: layer A is rather 
na町owwith the peak at 4.6 km, layer B is broader with the peak at 4.0 km. The lower layer B 
carries features of mineral dust as suggested from the high particle depolarization ratio 
(PDR>20 %), while the PDR in layer A is as small as 6 %. The mean lidar ratios瓜 355(S3ss) 
and 532 nm (Ss32) were nearly same within the standard deviations: 48.6（土8.5)and 43.1（土7.0)
sr, respectively m the dust-like layer (3.5-4.3 km). The value of PDR and S532 is similar to our 
previous observations.3・18 The value of SJss is close to the lidar ratio observed for Saharan dust 

at 351 nm in south己m Italy （～50 sr)1:1う butsmaller than what was observed in Leipzig, 
Germany (50個別 sr)!u Mattis et al. also found that S3ss is 10・30% higher than Ss32・ivThe 
difference in the lidar ratio values might be attributed to differences in shape, size or 
absorption properties of mineral p紅ticles.
In addition, we can see interesting differences of aerosol optical properties besides the large 
difference of the PDR in the layers A and B; a higher BAE in layer A （～1.2) than in layer B 
（～0.3) in Fig. 3, which suggests that layer A might be composed of finer aerosols. Since the 
relative humidity in the layers A and B are nearly identical （～40 %) as shown in Fig. 3, we 
can reject the assumption that hygroscopic growth of mineral dust reduces the depolarization 
ratio. 

3.2.Case of Siberian forest圃 firesmoke 

In the spring and summer of 2003, an unusually high number of forest fires occurred in 
Siberia. 11 Smoke plumes originating from these fires were transported over Japan with 
westerly wind. Fig. 4 shows a time輔 heightplot of the backscatter coefficient and the total 

depolarization ratio at 532 run on 21 May 2003. A high aerosol optical depth （九） at the 

wavelength （λ） of 500 nm of more than 2.0 was observed in the daytime by collocated Sun 
photometer. The back tr吋ectoryanalyses show that the airmass企om2 to 4 km trace back to 
regions of intense forest輔 firefrom the west of Lake Baykal to the east of the border of China, 
Russia and Mongolia. The smoke layer sharply dropped off at～4 km. The upper pa抗（3-4km) 
of the smoke layer showed a depolarization rati9_ of about 6 %. A similar feature was also 
observed in Suwon (37.14° N, 127.04° E), Korea.£υ 

Fig. 5 shows the mean profiles of optical prope抗iesfor a measurement from 1040 to 1349 
UTC. A prominent layer between 2.5 and 4 km shows different optical properties separated at 

the peak （～3.2 km) from the intensive parameters, iム Ss32,PDR, and AE. The upper part 
except the rim had the following feat旧 es:i) BAE is high （～1. 9) while AE is small （～0. 7), ii) 
Ss32 （～65 sr) is apparently higher than S3ss （～40 sr), iii) PDR （～6 % ) is higher than that in the 
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lower part. On the other handヲ inthe lower partラ Ss32and PDR drop to～40 sr and～3 %, 
respectively, while AE increases to be ～l之
The relationship between S3ss and Ss32’i.e.ヲS532>S355,is consistent with the observation over 
central Europe of aged smoke from Canada during the Lindenberg Aerosol Characterization 
Experiment LACE98.21 A p訂 tof this Siberian smoke was alミ＜？ detected over central Europe 
and confirmed the same relationship between S3ss and S臼32.1 1 The non酬 zerodepol~ri 
ratio might be caused by soil material that was uplifted into the f印：~st 白re plumeι＂＇， or the 
nonsphericity of the particles due to coagulation of smoke particles . .c...J The latter explanation 
sounds more presumable because no signature of mineral dust was found by a chemical 
analysis of aerosols sampled at the summit of Mt. F吋i(3,776 m above sea level and ～100 km 
west from Tokyo) in the s出neperiod.24 
The relatively small AE （～0. 7) in the wavelength range from 355酬 532run for the smoke layer 
is supported by the evidence observed by Sun/sky photometer・forcases of heavy smoke 

events in South America and South Africa25: a significant positive curvature in the log（九）

versus log（λ） relationship, and in fact the analysis of the collocated TUMSAT skyradiometer 
(POM岨 01ラPrede)also shows such relationship in the daytime. 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

4ムMicrophysicalprope吋iesof the s1阻okeaerosol :retrieved from inversion 

We applied the method of inversion with regularization only for the case of smoke to retrieve 
the microphysical properties using the backscatter coefficients at 355, 532, 1964 nm and the 
extinction coe ficients at 355 and 532 nm.9・21・26 We c創motapply currently the inversion code 
for Asian dust case which poses a high PDR, i.e., nonsphericity, because the inversion 

strongly relay on the assumption of spherical (Mie) particles. We found 0.22（：土0.04)μm for 
the effective ( surface圃紅eamean) radius and 0.95（土0.06)for the single scattering albedo 
(SSA) at 532 nm around the peak of the smoke layer. Fig. 6 shows effective radius and single 
scattering albedo for selected height ranges. Comparison between a typical column回 integrated
volume size distribution derived from the skyradiometer27 and that 合omthe present inversion 
is indicated in Fig. 7. The results indicate that particles in the accumulation mode are 
dominant, which is a typical feature for this kind of aerosols. The relatively high SSA 
indicates low absorbing particles. It should be worthwhile to mention that the larger effective 

radius of 0.35（土0.07)μm with similar SSA of 0.97（土0.04)was retrieved with the same 
inversion code for the hemispheric transported smoke over Leipzigヲ Germanyon May 29, 
2003ぅwhichsuggests the evolvement of the smoke aerosols.28 
In comparison, we mention that the typical mean radius and the SSA of Asian dust plumes 

obtained by intensive airborne in st加measurementsduring the ACE刷Asiaare 2-3 μm and 
0.96（土0.01)at 550 nm, respectively . ..J,.::, 

4.2.Estimation of aerosol direct :radiative forcing for the s臨okecase 

There are _ _r。！自tivelyfew literatures which presents the radiative forcing calculations using 
lidar data・＂＂＂＇山山 Herewe attempted to estimate the aerosol direct radiative forcing (ADRF) for 
the smoke case on 21 May 2003 base on the extinction coefficient profile from the lidar 
measurement at 532 nm and microphysical properties derived from the inversion. We used the 
radaitive transfer code FST ARSC.お Weestimated the ADRF in the shortwave radiation (0.2-

4.0 μm) by assuming the flowing constant atmospheric condition; the temperature, pressure, 
relative humidity profiles from the radio子ondedata at Tateno, 12 UTC. Daily mean ADRF is 
thus evaluated as -39 and -51 W/m.c. at the top of the atmosphere and the surface, 
respectively. Since we used wavelength independent refractive indices of particles from the 
inversion, we also calculated the ADRF using the column醐 averagedsize distribution and 
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refractive indices (wavelength dependent) retrieved from the skyradiometer analysis in the 
daytime. We found that both values agree each other if the mean refractive index is similar. 
The daily mean heating rate due to the aerosols is also obtained, which・ maximum reaches 
～0.7 K per day just above the peak of the aerosol extinction profile. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SU民軍高低ARY

The distinct optical signatures for mineral dust and aged smoke presented here well 
demonstrate how multi田 wavelengthRaman lidar including a depolat‘ ation channel is useful 
to characterize tropospheric aerosols resolving with height; for the Asian dust case we found a 
high PDR at 532 run over 20 % and a small wavelength dependence of the lidar ratio between 
355 and 532 nm ( 43-49 sr), for the smoke case we found that a small PDR of 5-8 % or less 
and a high wavelength dependence of the lidar ratio: S355 is ～40 srラ whileSs32 is ～65 sr. We 
successfully derived the climate”relevant microphysical parametersラ e.g.effective radius and 
single scattering albedo, for the smoke case using the inversion code. We also attempted to 
evaluate the aerosol radiative forcing based on the height四 resolvedparameters using the 
radiative transfer code. Such an advanced Raman lidar is especially useful for the 
characterization of the complex aerosols found over East Asia and has a potential for 
application in global aerosol lidar networking in future. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the TUMSAT multi-wavelength Raman lidar system. 
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